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Linger longer and languish in Leith
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Question
Make your way to The Shore
Find the anchor, look no more.
Here you start on your lockdown run Returning
back with answers done
First cross the water, take in the view
Avoid the pathway, press on the noo.
Ahead toward the bar on left hand side Before
this take a turn on Quayside
An ancient kirk now lies in view
In what year was this built as new?
Retrace your steps back to Coburg Street
Glance up to the right - whom might you meet?
Next locate the dead centre of North Leith Look
around and grit your teeth
To see or not to see there is no doubt
A man lies here who helped them out?
Further on and 1982 marks the date
But what does it commemorate?
Next you will come to lights, please take care
What is depicted on the mural over there?
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Noo, see thon brig, big and wide
Here you must cross o’er to the other side
Once a cinema, art deco too
Now being developed by who?
Continue straight on past the loos
Nothing to spot here, you can choose
A clock ahead will show the time
Write it down, is it fine?
Look out for a lane with royalty in mind Down
this lane you must now wind
Look high on a building for a plaque with a name
Whose honour does it proclaim?
Look again for another this time in stone
Who was it sat on the throne?
And yet a third with crest and date
What year does it narrate?
Exit right to Mill Lane to find a listed structure
Made famous in which moving picture?
Bear left and right and then cross with care
The Vaults are old, how long there?
Now, no need to walk for miles
Simply follow the street named Giles
Then find no 35 by which you may
Go under the facing archway
Next and without a care
Proceed up the stair
A second archway lies at the end
Now go through and round the bend
Through the lights stands a police station
What was its initial incarnation?
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14 Now on the left is something special
More at home upon a vessel?
Straight ahead till green space
You are now on Links Place
15 On the left a piece of retail history to locate
Now look carefully to name and date
16 Golf’s my game
But whats my name?
17 Cross the green toward a mound
What on earth have you found?
18 A light yellow shed will next appear
What club is to be supported here?
19 Buy a snack from this van
Is he a true Scotsman?
20 Further on front a school for education
Pupils here face what segregation?
21 Press on don’t be dismayed
What two other sports can be played?
Moving on, take the incline
That will do just fine
On what was once a railway
Head for Hibs dare I say
22 Over the bridge we now go
What number to Portobello?
Time for a run
If only for fun
Grave matters on the right
Please do not take fright
23 The chimney over the bridge is no joke
What burns here to make you boke?
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Run again if you must but not too hard
Stay on tarmac for some 200 yards
A sign at last to mark the route
Easter Road is how far on foot?
Here might be found manure
Who do you call to make secure?
A mannequin soon appears beside us
What on earth can be its purpose?
Mind your head as you go beneath
Stay on trail avoiding grief
Bridge to bridge there are no clues
A chance to sprint and banish the blues
Here a bridge too far?
Name the Manufacturer?
Next a sports field on the right
How many goalposts are in sight?
Before the end of this lane
You must negotiate a chicane
At last the path end in sight
Soon you will be turning right
This is Easter Road at last
Soon a bus stop you will pass
Which buses do I take
If I am to the city to make?
Continue in this direction
Until you reach the intersection
Here a church with light by its door
Honours the fallen of which war?
Cross with care, no time to lark
Once again you are in the park
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The middle path is the one to travel
Straight ahead and on the level
Another mound in all its glory
Pray tell what’s the story?
In front you will see a hedgerow
Hard left here is the way to go
A stone plinth here is erected
A centenary of which is recollected?
Then cross a road not once but twice
Take in the view how nice
By barren ground an alleyway
Its all too simple I hear you say
Spot a building in your direction
What is the 007 connection?
Finally turn right down Constitution
Trams here a supposed solution
On the right is old signwriting to behold
Whose name is spelled - not in bold
Left at lights - way look familiar?
Take Water Street don’t linger
Maritime Bond bears no blue plaque
It should as once lived here Big Mac
Lambs House is now in view
Flag flying here is of who?
The last lap down Burgess
Harbour ahead more or less
Left will restore
Anchor once more
You have reached the end – somewhat wiser
I look forward to your review on Trip Adviser
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